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well under way. Beginning with the summer of 1905, Abbot and Fowle, of the Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian Institution, and others working with them, have made at various favorable locations in the United States, South America and Africa numerous determinations of the solar constant, or intensity of the solar radiation (normal to that radiation) received, increased by the transmission loss through the atmosphere and reduced to its value at mean solar distance.
The mean value of the solar constant during the period 1905-1926 was within 1 per cent of 1.94 calories per square centimeter per minute; while apparently satisfactory individual values varied from 1.85 to 2.02 calories.1 The magnitude of these variations, however, has, in general, decreased with improvement of equipment, method of operation, and atmospheric conditions, until the daily changes have come within the range of experimental errors. But this gives all the greater confidence in the variation trends, when simultaneously found in different parts of the world, or coincident with other solar phenomena, or both. There appear to be irregularly recurring trends of one or two periods in a month,2 and more certainly one that substantially follows the sun-spot curve, and indicates a 2 per cent, or more, greater solar constant at the times of spot maxima than at spot minima.
Now, any change whatever in the intensity of the radiation absorbed by the earth during several months necessarily leads to about the same change in the average intensity of the radiation lost by the earth. But as the earth radiates roughly as a ''black" body, hence, in proportion to the fourth power of the absolute temperature, and as the effective absolute temperature of the earth as a full radiator is roughly 252° Abs., it follows that a long-continued 2 per cent change in the solar constant would, if everything else remained the same, change this effective temperature by about 1.25° C. Clearly, though, not everything else is the same, for according to extensive statistical evidence the average temperature of the earth as a whole, but most pronounced in equatorial regions, is a little higher at the times of spot minima when the solar constant is least, than at the times of spot maxima when it is greatest: It may be that at the times of spot maxima, and more frequent and extensive auroras, the turbidity of the upper atmosphere is increased thus decreasing the average surface insolation; or, possibly, the amount of cirrus haze is increased. Perhaps, and there is some evidence to that effect,3 an increase of the solar constant causes a decrease in the amount of ozone in the upper air, hence a somewhat lower earth temperature than otherwise would obtain, since it is a blanketing agent, owing to its powerful absorption of earth radiation. However, all these are but little more than
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